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In this doctoral thesis, evaluation methods on the facial appearance for cosmetic application are 
proposed. Evaluation of facial appearance is vital in the development of cosmetics as well as 
counseling. To achieve such a facial appearance evaluation, it is required to directly characterize 
features of the entire face. However, such a facial image characterization was hard to be carried out 
since the facial features were too complicated to directly handle with the conventional methods. In 
this study, in order to solve this technical problem, we employed statistical image analyses such as 
principal component analysis (PCA) and independent component analysis (ICA), which were useful 
for characterizing textural features of the entire face.  
Statistical image analysis requires a facial image database as learning data. For this purpose, a 
unique image database for cosmetic research (Multi-angle View Illumination Cosmetic Facial Image 
Database: MaVIC) was constructed by using an original image capturing system. Then, to 
statistically extract the facial textural features that are targets to control with cosmetics, MaVIC 
were modified to a database of shape-normalized facial image data where all of the facial shapes 
were normalized and only the facial textures were different. 
Based on this database, evaluation methods for two cosmetic purposes were proposed: (1) product 
performance assessment and counseling; and (2) the design of products. As for (1), three methods 
were developed. The first one was a PCA-based “Eigen Dual-Subspace Method” for quantifying 
essential base-makeup effects: achievement of natural facial impression; and concealment of skin 
imperfections. The second was a PCA-based “Eigen Residual Accumulation Method” that quantifies 
the level of perceived translucency of faces. The third was an ICA-based method to quantify the 
degree of base-makeup application achieving the target result. As for (2), a PCA-based “Eigen 
Subspace Filtering Method” for synthesizing facial images where skin imperfections were 
eliminated from originals was developed; this method were then applied to visualize points to be 
improved in the test products. Throughout the development of the methods for (1) and (2), this study 
contributes to the establishment of facial appearance evaluation that was untouched in the cosmetic 
field. 
